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This bestselling book in the field provides a complete
introduction to the physical origins of heat and mass
transfer. Noted for its crystal clear presentation and
easy-to-follow problem solving methodology,
Incropera and Dewitt's systematic approach to the
first law develops reader confidence in using this
essential tool for thermal analysis. Readers will learn
the meaning of the terminology and physical
principles of heat transfer as well as how to use
requisite inputs for computing heat transfer rates
and/or material temperatures.
Thermodynamics: Fundamentals and Applications is
a 2005 text for a first graduate course in Chemical
Engineering. The focus is on macroscopic
thermodynamics; discussions of modeling and
molecular situations are integrated throughout.
Underpinning this text is the knowledge that while
thermodynamics describes natural phenomena,
those descriptions are the products of creative,
systematic minds. Nature unfolds without reference
to human concepts of energy, entropy, or fugacity.
Natural complexity can be organized and studied by
thermodynamics methodology. The power of
thermodynamics can be used to advantage if the
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fundamentals are understood. This text's emphasis
is on fundamentals rather than modeling. Knowledge
of the basics will enhance the ability to combine
them with models when applying thermodynamics to
practical situations. While the goal of an engineering
education is to teach effective problem solving, this
text never forgets the delight of discovery, the
satisfaction of grasping intricate concepts, and the
stimulation of the scholarly atmosphere.
Completely updated, the seventh edition provides
engineers with an in-depth look at the key concepts
in the field. It incorporates new discussions on
emerging areas of heat transfer, discussing
technologies that are related to nanotechnology,
biomedical engineering and alternative energy. The
example problems are also updated to better show
how to apply the material. And as engineers follow
the rigorous and systematic problem-solving
methodology, they'll gain an appreciation for the
richness and beauty of the discipline.
Now in its seventh edition, Fundamentals of
Thermodynamics continues to offer a
comprehensive and rigorous treatment of classical
thermodynamics, while retaining an engineering
perspective. With concise, applications-oriented
discussion of topics and self-test problems the text
encourages students to monitor their own
comprehension. The seventh edition is updated with
additional examples, homework problems, and
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illustrations to increase student understanding. The
text lays the groundwork for subsequent studies in
fields such as fluid mechanics, heat transfer and
statistical thermodynamics, and prepares students to
effectively apply thermodynamics in the practice of
engineering.
No other book on the market today can match the
30-year success of Halliday, Resnick and Walker's
Fundamentals of Physics! In a breezy, easy-tounderstand style the book offers a solid
understanding of fundamental physics concepts, and
helps readers apply this conceptual understanding to
quantitative problem solving. This book offers a
unique combination of authoritative content and
stimulating applications. Before you buy, make sure
you are getting the best value and all the learning
tools you'll need to succeed in your course. If your
professor requires eGrade Plus, you can purchase it
now at no additional cost.With this special eGrade
Plus package you get the new text--no highlighting,
no missing pages, no food stains -- and a
registration code to eGrade Plus, a suite of effective
learning tools to help you get a better grade. All this,
in one convenient package!eGrade Plus gives you:A
complete online version of the textbookEmbedded
keyword links to important terms for each
chapter200 Interactive LearningWare problems,
which focus on developing problem-solving
skillsPhysics Mathskills, which reviews key
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mathematical concepts50 interactive simulationsThe
Student Study GuideWeb links to related physics
sitesAnd More!eGrade Plus is a powerful online tool
that provides students with an integrated suite of
teaching and learning resources and an online
version of the text in one easy-to-use website.
Develop a thorough understanding of the
relationships between structure, processing and the
properties of materials with Askeland/Wright's THE
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING OF MATERIALS,
ENHANCED, SI, 7th Edition. This comprehensive
edition serves as a useful professional reference for
current or future study in manufacturing, materials,
design or materials selection. This science-based
approach to materials engineering highlights how the
structure of materials at various length scales gives
rise to materials properties. You examine how the
connection between structure and properties is key
to innovating with materials, both in the synthesis of
new materials as well as in new applications with
existing materials. You also learn how time, loading
and environment all impact materials -- a key
concept that is often overlooked when using charts
and databases to select materials. Trust this
enhanced edition for insights into success in
materials engineering today. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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A brand new book, FUNDAMENTALS OF
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS
makes the abstract subject of chemical engineering
thermodynamics more accessible to undergraduate
students. The subject is presented through a
problem-solving inductive (from specific to general)
learning approach, written in a conversational and
approachable manner. Suitable for either a onesemester course or two-semester sequence in the
subject, this book covers thermodynamics in a
complete and mathematically rigorous manner, with
an emphasis on solving practical engineering
problems. The approach taken stresses problemsolving, and draws from best practice engineering
teaching strategies. FUNDAMENTALS OF
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS
uses examples to frame the importance of the
material. Each topic begins with a motivational
example that is investigated in context to that topic.
This framing of the material is helpful to all readers,
particularly to global learners who require big picture
insights, and hands-on learners who struggle with
abstractions. Each worked example is fully
annotated with sketches and comments on the
thought process behind the solved problems.
Common errors are presented and explained.
Extensive margin notes add to the book accessibility
as well as presenting opportunities for investigation.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
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the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
This new edition of Borgnakke's Fundamentals of
Thermodynamics continues to offer a
comprehensive and rigorous treatment of classical
thermodynamics, while retaining an engineering
perspective. With concise, applications-oriented
discussion of topics and self-test problems, this text
encourages students to monitor their own learning.
This classic text provides a solid foundation for
subsequent studies in fields such as fluid mechanics,
heat transfer and statistical thermodynamics, and
prepares students to effectively apply
thermodynamics in the practice of engineering.
This survey of thermal systems engineering
combines coverage of thermodynamics, fluid flow,
and heat transfer in one volume. Developed by
leading educators in the field, this book sets the
standard for those interested in the thermal-fluids
market. Drawing on the best of what works from
market leading texts in thermodynamics (Moran),
fluids (Munson) and heat transfer (Incropera), this
book introduces thermal engineering using a
systems focus, introduces structured problemsolving techniques, and provides applications of
interest to all engineers.
This best-selling book in the field provides a
complete introduction to the physical origins of heat
and mass transfer. Noted for its crystal clear
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presentation and easy-to-follow problem solving
methodology, Incropera and Dewitt's systematic
approach to the first law develop readers confidence
in using this essential tool for thermal analysis.·
Introduction to Conduction· One-Dimensional,
Steady-State Conduction· Two-Dimensional, SteadyState Conduction· Transient Conduction·
Introduction to Convection· External Flow· Internal
Flow· Free Convection· Boiling and Condensation·
Heat Exchangers· Radiation: Processes and
Properties· Radiation Exchange Between Surfaces·
Diffusion Mass Transfer
Moran’s Principles of Engineering Thermodynamics,
SI Version, continues to offer a comprehensive and
rigorous treatment of classical thermodynamics,
while retaining an engineering perspective. With
concise, applications-oriented discussion of topics
and self-test problems, this book encourages
students to monitor their own learning. This classic
text provides a solid foundation for subsequent
studies in fields such as fluid mechanics, heat
transfer and statistical thermodynamics, and
prepares students to effectively apply
thermodynamics in the practice of engineering. This
edition is revised with additional examples and endof-chapter problems to increase student
comprehension.
Clear treatment of systems and first and second
laws of thermodynamics features informal language,
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vivid and lively examples, and fresh perspectives.
Excellent supplement for undergraduate science or
engineering class.
Fundamentals of ThermodynamicsWiley
Market_Desc: Engineers Special Features: · Provides a
broader range of applications in emerging technologies
such as energy and the environment, bioengineering,
and horizons.· Emphasizes modeling to support
engineering decision-making involving thermodynamics
concepts.· Develops problem-solving skills in three
modes: conceptual, skill building, and design.·
Encourages critical thinking and conceptual
understanding with the help of exercises and Skills
Developed checklists.· Contains Interactive
Thermodynamics software that links realistic images with
their related engineering model. About The Book: In the
new sixth edition, readers will learn how to solve
thermodynamics problems with the help of a structured
methodology, examples and challenging problems. The
book's sound problem-solving approach introduces them
to concepts, which are then applied to relevant
engineering-based situations. The material is presented
in an engaging that includes over 200 worked examples,
over 1,700 end-of-chapter problems, and numerous
illustrations and graphs.
Intended as a textbook for “applied” or engineering
thermodynamics, or as a reference for practicing
engineers, the book uses extensive in-text, solved
examples and computer simulations to cover the basic
properties of thermodynamics. Pure substances, the first
and second laws, gases, psychrometrics, the vapor, gas
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and refrigeration cycles, heat transfer, compressible flow,
chemical reactions, fuels, and more are presented in
detail and enhanced with practical applications. This
version presents the material using SI Units and has
ample material on SI conversion, steam tables, and a
Mollier diagram. A CD-ROM, included with the print
version of the text, includes a fully functional version of
QuickField (widely used in industry), as well as
numerous demonstrations and simulations with
MATLAB, and other third party software.
A Fully Updated, Practical Guide to Automated Process
Control and Measurement Systems This thoroughly
revised guide offers students a solid grounding in
process control principles along with real-world
applications and insights from the factory floor. Written
by an experienced engineering educator, Fundamentals
of Industrial Instrumentation and Process Control,
Second Edition is written in a clear, logically organized
manner. The book features realistic problems, real-world
examples, and detailed illustrations. You’ll get clear
explanations of digital and analog components, including
pneumatics, actuators, and regulators, and
comprehensive discussions on the entire range of
industrial processes. Fundamentals of Industrial
Instrumentation and Process Control, Second Edition
covers:•Pressure•Level•Flow•Temperature and
heat•Humidity, density, viscosity, & pH•Position, motion,
and force•Safety and alarm•Electrical instruments and
conditioning•Regulators, valves, and actuators•Process
control•Documentation and symbol standards•Signal
transmission•Logic gates•Programmable Logic
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controllers•Motor control•And much more
The 4th Edition of Cengel & Boles Thermodynamics:An
Engineering Approach takes thermodynamics education to
the next level through its intuitive and innovative approach. A
long-time favorite among students and instructors alike
because of its highly engaging, student-oriented
conversational writing style, this book is now the to most
widely adopted thermodynamics text in theU.S. and in the
world.
This leading text in the field maintains its engaging, readable
style while presenting a broader range of applications that
motivate engineers to learn the core thermodynamics
concepts. Two new coauthors help update the material and
integrate engaging, new problems. Throughout the chapters,
they focus on the relevance of thermodynamics to modern
engineering problems. Many relevant engineering based
situations are also presented to help engineers model and
solve these problems.
A revised edition of the well-received thermodynamics text,
this work retains the thorough coverage and excellent
organization that made the first edition so popular. Now
incorporates industrially relevant microcomputer programs,
with which readers can perform sophisticated thermodynamic
calculations, including calculations of the type they will
encounter in the lab and in industry. Also provides a unified
treatment of phase equilibria. Emphasis is on analysis and
prediction of liquid-liquid and vapor-liquid equilibria, solubility
of gases and solids in liquids, solubility of liquids and solids in
gases and supercritical fluids, freezing point depressions and
osmotic equilibria, as well as traditional vapor-liquid and
chemical reaction equilibria. Contains many new illustrations
and exercises.
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